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S U M M A R Y
An asymmetry between a nearly isotropic, faster ‘eastern’ hemisphere and an anisotropic,
slower ‘western’ hemisphere in Earth’s inner core has been revealed by previous seismic
studies. However, it remains unclear if division of the inner core into just two hemispheres is
too simplistic. Here, we carry out regional-scale tomography using a new body wave data set
to study the hemisphere boundary region beneath the northern and central Pacific Ocean and
North America. If anisotropy is not considered, then a hemispherical pattern seems to be present
in the study region, though the hemisphere boundary appears to be irregular. However, once
the presence of anisotropy is permitted we find that this region cannot be simply separated into
an anisotropic western hemisphere and an isotropic eastern hemisphere; instead the strength of
the anisotropy varies regionally. The global hemispherical pattern is not observed here, instead
the strongest anisotropy is observed in the centre and south west of the study region. Some
of the strongest anisotropy appears to be in the ‘eastern’ inner core, while part of the inner
core assumed to be in the western hemisphere shows weaker anisotropy. Thus, this part of the
inner core displays complex variations in anisotropy which differ from a simple hemispherical
division. We suggest that a long-lived global heterogeneity, such as uneven heat flow through
the core–mantle boundary over a period of hundreds of millions of years, may be responsible
for the observed pattern of inner core anisotropy.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The discovery of Earth’s inner core, composed of an iron-nickel
alloy, was aided by the assumption that it was a simple body with a
constant velocity throughout (Lehmann 1936). Since that first ob-
servation, a more complex seismic texture—cylindrical anisotropy
aligned with Earth’s rotation axis—has been observed in the in-
ner core using both body waves (Morelli et al. 1986) and normal
modes (Woodhouse et al. 1986). In body wave data, the anisotropy
predominantly manifests itself as a difference in traveltime with
direction. Polar rays, with inner core paths parallel to Earth’s rota-
tional axis, travel faster than equatorial rays, which travel parallel
to the equatorial plane. Anisotropy is then defined as the difference
between polar and equatorial fractional velocity anomalies. More
recently it has been discovered that the inner core contains two seis-
mically distinct hemispheres (Tanaka & Hamaguchi 1997; Creager
1999; Niu & Wen 2001; Sun & Song 2008; Irving & Deuss 2011;
Waszek et al. 2011). The two hemispheres do not span exactly 180◦

each, but are unequal in size so that the structure is sometimes re-
ferred to as ‘quasi-hemispherical’; estimates of the locations of the
boundaries between the two hemispheres vary. The western hemi-
sphere has a lower equatorial velocity, and stronger anisotropy, than
the eastern hemisphere. Observations of coupled normal modes

also reveal hemispherical variations in the inner core (Deuss et al.
2010).

The inner core’s hemispherical structure is enigmatic; most pro-
posed mechanisms to explain the seismic observations fall into one
of two different groups. The first suggests that the inner core is
convecting in an asymmetrical manner. The phenomenon of inner
core translation (Alboussiere et al. 2010; Monnereau et al. 2010) re-
quires that one side of the inner core is growing and the other side is
melting, producing a hemispherically varying distribution of crystal
sizes in the inner core, corresponding to the observed hemispher-
ical variation in velocity and attenuation in the uppermost inner
core. An alternative explanation is that the hemispherical struc-
ture is caused by asymmetrical heat flow through the core–mantle
boundary (CMB) producing hemispherical variation in inner core
properties (Aubert et al. 2008), that is, a thermally driven mecha-
nism. Depending on the strength of the lateral variation in heat flux
at the CMB, different geographical patterns of heat flux at the inner
core boundary are possible (Gubbins et al. 2011). The pattern of in-
ner core structure caused by inner core translation would be purely
hemispherical, while the nature of inner core structure imprinted
through thermally forced variations during inner core growth would
depend on variations in the heat flow out of the core. Observations
of regional scale, rather than hemispherical scale, variations in the
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Figure 1. Paths taken by PKPdf (red line) and PKPbc (blue line). The paths
correspond to an event at a depth of 400 km (black star), recorded at a station
(black triangle) 150◦ from the event, using the ak135 (Kennett et al. 1995)
model and the TauP toolkit (Crotwell et al. 1999) to make predictions.

inner core would therefore favour a thermally driven mechanism
over inner core translation.

Here, we perform regional scale tomography on the inner core
beneath the northern and central Pacific Ocean and North America,
to determine both the isotropic and anisotropic velocity anoma-
lies across the region and the location of one of the two hemi-
sphere boundaries. Suggested lines of longitude corresponding to
the boundary between the eastern and western hemispheres lie
within this region (Irving & Deuss 2011). We are therefore able
to investigate whether the simple global pattern of hemispherical
structure is mirrored on a regional level or if more complex regional
variations exist.

2 DATA A N D M E T H O D S

PKPdf, also known as PKIKP, is a compressional wave which travels
through the mantle, outer and inner core while PKPbc only travels
through the mantle and outer core and does not reach the inner
core (Fig. 1); PKPbc arrives at Earth’s surface shortly after PKPdf.
We have made a new data set containing 610 PKPdf-PKPbc dif-
ferential traveltime measurements gathered from events 176 events
between 2000 and 2009 recorded at 160 stations. Using PKPbc
as a reference phase removes problems associated with earth-
quake mislocation and heterogeneities in the crust and mantle. The
events used are located in the Japan–Kuril–Kamchatka arc, the New
Zealand–Kermadec–Tonga–Samoa arc, the Macquarie and Balleny
Islands regions, and south of Australia (See Supporting Information
Table ST1 for earthquake locations used and Table ST2 for station
locations used.). The station response is removed from the vertical
component seismograms, leaving the seismograms with velocity as
the dependent variable, and the data are then filtered between 0.5–
1.5 Hz. The appropriate minima or maxima corresponding to the
PKPbc and PKPdf arrivals are then hand picked. Examples of wave-
forms used are shown in Supporting Information Fig. S1. Where
possible, the EHB catalogue of earthquake hypocentres (Engdahl
et al. 1998) was used to provide accurate relocations of the events;
the EHB catalogue gives magnitudes of 5.1–7.1 for those events it
covers.

After correction for ellipticity (Dziewonski & Gilbert 1976;
Kennett & Gudmundsson 1996) differences between the observed
and predicted PKPdf-PKPbc differential traveltimes, termed differ-
ential traveltime residuals, are ascribed to seismic heterogeneity in
the inner core relative to the 1-D reference model used. The rays turn
150–360 km below the inner core boundary, making them sensitive
to structure in the top 360 km of the inner core.

The data are shown in Fig. 2 in both map view and projected
onto a cross section. The cross section suggests the presence of
hemispherical structure in this region: moving from west to east
there is a change in differential traveltime residuals from faster
residuals to slower residuals. This transition appears to take place
close to the hemisphere boundary found in Irving & Deuss (2011)
at 151◦W and suggests that inversion of this data will confirm the
‘hemispherical’ pattern observed in global studies of the inner core.

We use our data to carry out damped, iterated, classical least
squares inversions (Tarantola & Valette 1982) to create two models
of the region. Our inversion improves on many previous studies,
which have difficulty imaging the hemisphere boundary because
they use the turning point of an inner core ray to approximate the
whole ray path. Here, we break up the ray path and assign different
parts to their respective regions (Supporting Information Fig. S2).
We use a straightforward parametrization of the study region that
subdivides the region with a 3 × 2 grid with only one depth layer.
The boundaries splitting up the grid are at 30◦N, 155◦W and 130◦W.
The other hemisphere boundary is assumed to be at 14◦E
(Irving & Deuss 2011); the 3 × 2 grid used spans the whole globe.
The starting model for our inversion is an amended version of the
ak135 model (Kennett et al. 1995); each PKPdf and PKPbc ray
is propagated through this model throughout the inversion and the
velocity perturbations we find are therefore relative to this model.
In our 1-D starting model there is a simple, one layer upper in-
ner core; the velocities defining the top and bottom of this model
layer are: vp = 11.0427 km s−1 for a depth of 5153.5 km and
vp = 11.1523 km s−1 for a depth of 5533.5 km.

When we carry out our inversion, each ray path in the inner core
is split into downgoing and upgoing ‘legs’ and each leg is then
allocated to a box using the geometrical midpoint of the leg’s two
ends. These midpoint velocities are used to calculate the derivatives
for the anisotropy parameters for each ray as it travels through the
inner core and the traveltime perturbations caused by inner core
structure; the velocity anomalies we seek are therefore relative to
these midpoint velocities. As shown in Fig. 2 our data set illuminates
inner core structure under the northern and central Pacific Ocean
and North America. Thus when we display results we colour only
the regions containing all midpoints of each leg, nevertheless parts
of some ray paths extend beyond these areas.

First, we invert the data for velocity perturbations without con-
sidering the effect of anisotropy. Subsequently, we invert for three
parameters which together define the cylindrical anisotropy and
isotropic anomaly. The ray angle, ζ , for each ray path is defined as
the angle between the ray path in the inner core and Earth’s rota-
tional axis. Cylindrical velocity anisotropy in the inner core can be
described as a function of ζ using three coefficients:

dv

v
(ζ ) = a + e cos (2ζ ) + f cos (4ζ ) . (1)

This parametrization is used because the three terms are orthogonal
to each other over the range 0◦ ≤ ζ ≤ 90◦. If no anisotropy was
present, coefficient a of equation 1, would give the ray-angle in-
dependent deviation of the velocity from the 1-D reference model.
The velocity anisotropy, defined as the fractional velocity difference
between rays with ζ = 0◦ (polar) and ζ = 90◦ (equatorial), is given
by 2e, this is the value plotted in Figs 5 and 7. Parameter f describes
the behaviour of rays with intermediate ray angles. When seeking
an anisotropic model we invert jointly for a, e and f, using the 1-D
reference model as a starting structure; when seeking a ray-angle
independent model (i.e. without considering anisotropy) e and f are
set to zero.
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Figure 2. Differential traveltime residual data used in this study shown: (a) projected onto the cross-section between A and A′ and (b) in map view. The grey
dotted lines correspond to the portion of each ray path inside the inner core, the stars to the earthquake locations and the squares to the station locations; not
all events and stations are visible. Data are plotted relative to ak135 (Kennett et al. 1995) and have been corrected for ellipticity. The deepest (turning) point
of each ray is marked by a coloured circle; a positive differential traveltime residual (blue colour) corresponds to a higher velocity than predicted in the inner
core. Hemisphere boundaries observed in Irving & Deuss (2011) are shown as dashed black lines on both the cross section and map view. Note that in this
projection the ‘eastern’ hemisphere of the inner core is to the left, and the ‘western’ hemisphere is to the right.

3 R E S U LT S

We first invert the data for velocity perturbations without consid-
ering any variation of perturbation as a function of ray angle. The
top 70–100 km inner core is known to be isotropic, but exhibits
hemispherical differences in seismic velocity (Niu & Wen 2001;
Cao & Romanowicz 2004; Waszek et al. 2011; Attanayake et al.
2014). There are also ongoing questions as to whether roughly half
of the inner core is truly strongly anisotropic, or whether previous
body-wave work could have been influenced by structure in a small
region of the inner core (Bréger et al. 2000; Romanowicz et al.
2003; Leykam et al. 2010). We therefore choose to first investigate
this simple form of heterogeneity in the inner core.

The resulting velocity perturbations (Fig. 3) range from −0.3
to 0.4 per cent. Using this model reduces the data variance by
32 per cent from 0.184 s2 to 0.126 s2 where data variance is given
by the sum of the squared differences between data and predic-
tions divided by the number of data used. The difference between
the eastern and western hemispheres of the inner core is evident;
the ‘eastern’ hemisphere has positive velocity anomalies while the

‘western’ hemisphere has zero or negative anomalies. Our results
show that the boundary between areas with different anomalies is
further to the west at high latitudes than it is for equatorial regions,
suggesting that the common practice of using one line of longitude
to define the boundary between the two hemispheres may be overly
simplistic. We tested the robustness of our observation of an irreg-
ular hemisphere boundary by inverting the data in a 3 × 1 grid, so
that only lines of longitude divided up the study area. The variance
reduction in this case was only 15 per cent, showing that by allowing
a more complex boundary we are able to fit the data much better.

Several global studies have found that the inner core is slower
in the western hemisphere than in the eastern hemisphere (Tanaka
& Hamaguchi 1997; Niu & Wen 2001; Sun & Song 2008; Waszek
et al. 2011), our more detailed findings support this general pattern
but also reveal regional scale fluctuations in velocity and the varying
longitude of the hemisphere boundary. A recent study using rays
broadly perpendicular to the hemisphere boundary (Miller et al.
2013) finds that at high latitudes (greater than 45◦N) the hemisphere
boundary appears to be at 173◦E, but at lower latitudes the boundary
is likely to be east of 170◦E. Here we use rays with a wider range
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2192 J.C.E. Irving and A. Deuss

Figure 3. Ray-angle independent velocity anomalies present in the inner
core under the northern Pacific Ocean. Blue colours show the inner core
velocity is higher than predicted; red colours denote lower velocities than
the reference model.

of azimuths and find instead that there is a difference between the
seismic velocities in the ‘eastern’ and ‘western’ hemispheres and
that the hemisphere boundary cannot be represented by one line of
longitude.

Anisotropic variations in the inner core are also thought to have
a hemispheric nature. Fig. 4 shows the data plotted as a function
of ray angle, ζ . The ray angles covered by the data range from
28.6◦ to 75.4◦. Inner core anisotropy causes polar paths (small ray
angles) to be faster than equatorial ray paths; this is the case for
some of our data, suggesting that ray angle should be considered
when mapping heterogeneity in the inner core. Previous studies
show a global pattern of an anisotropic western hemisphere and
a nearly isotropic eastern hemisphere (e.g. Tanaka & Hamaguchi
1997; Creager 1999; Sun & Song 2008; Irving & Deuss 2011).
However, our data reveal an unanticipated property instead—the
polar data close to A′ (in the western hemisphere) do not have fast
differential traveltime residuals, while the data close to A (in the
eastern hemisphere) show fast differential traveltimes which are
indicative of anisotropy. This is opposite to the global pattern found
in other studies.

To investigate the variations of anisotropy in the study re-
gion we invert the data assuming cylindrical anisotropy. The
anisotropic anomalies retrieved from the inversion range from −0.3
to 3.5 per cent (Fig. 5a). These anisotropic variations are much larger
than the isotropic ones, the highest value is an order of magnitude
larger than the isotropic anomalies. All three of the equatorial cells,
and two of the three northern cells, contain data with ray angles
both above and below 40◦ (Supporting Information Fig. S3) and we
expect that the pattern of anisotropy is robust; to demonstrate the
validity of our results, we carried out two different tests.

Figure 4. Differential traveltime residuals relative to ak135 as function of
ray angle. Positive differential traveltime residuals correspond to an inner
core with a higher velocity than predicted. Each point is coloured according
to its position along the A–A′ cross-section shown in Fig. 2. Points close to
A are in the eastern hemisphere, and those close to A′ are in the western
hemisphere. The dotted line indicates a ray angle of 40◦, we define polar
rays as having ray angles smaller than this.

The first test of the validity of our results demonstrates that
existing models of inner core anisotropy predict our data poorly
compared to the anisotropic model we have produced; thus the
complex anisotropy structure reported here is needed. Fig. 6(a)
shows our data together with predictions for the uniform anisotropy
and hemispherical anisotropy models of Irving & Deuss (2011)
with the hemisphere boundary placed at 155◦W. These predictions
were created by dividing the entire inner core into 23 layers, and
calculating the traveltime anomaly accrued by the ray in all of the
layers due to the prescribed input model, using ak135 as the 1-D
reference model. The data and the predictions of our new anisotropic
model (relative to the modified version of ak135, described above,
which we used to generate the new model) are shown in Fig. 6(b).
The simple models have clear patterns not present in our data.
The uniform anisotropy model fails to produce the diversity of
traveltimes for polar paths while the hemispherical anisotropy model
results in incorrect predictions for which polar paths are expected
to have fast differential traveltimes. Conversely, our model predicts
both the presence of fast and not fast polar paths. We note here
that the models used from Irving & Deuss (2011) were developed
to represent deviations from IASP91 (Kennett & Engdahl 1991),
whereas our model predicts deviations from the modified version
of ak135 described above, so that it is not appropriate to interpret
any isotropic ‘shifts’ between the different predictions.

The second test we carried out is the inversion of the synthetic
data generated using these same existing global and hemispher-
ical models of anisotropy (Irving & Deuss 2011). Fig. 7 shows
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Figure 5. (a) Anisotropic velocity anomalies. (b) Velocity anomaly at the CMB from shear wave velocity model S40RTS (Ritsema et al. 2011). The −0.8 per cent
vs perturbation contour, possibly corresponding to the edge of the large low-velocity province and therefore to location of ULVZs (McNamara et al. 2010), is
shown in green. In both figures the yellow ellipse marks the approximate location of the turning points of the South Sandwich Islands to Alaska ray paths that
experience strong anisotropy (Irving & Deuss 2011). The inner core sections of these polar paths extend from under South America to under North America.

Figure 6. Differential traveltime residual data and synthetic data for (a) previous global and hemispherical models of inner core anisotropy (Irving & Deuss
2011) and (b) our model of inner core anisotropy under the northern Pacific Ocean. The synthetic data for the hemispherical model in (a) and for our new
model in (b) are coloured according to its position along the A–A′ cross-section shown in Fig. 2. The data are clearly better simulated by our model than by
the existing models.
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2194 J.C.E. Irving and A. Deuss

Figure 7. Input and output velocity anomalies in the inner core. Panels (a) and (b) show uniform anisotropy input model used to make synthetic data and the
anisotropy recovered when this data were inverted. Panels (c) and (d) show the input anisotropy used to create synthetic data and the model recovered when
hemispherical anisotropic structure is imposed on the inner core. Both input models are taken from Irving & Deuss (2011).

the results of these tests. Fig. 7(a) shows uniform anisotropy of
3.83 per cent imposed on all of the study region (values for a, e,
and f were calculated from table 2 of Irving & Deuss 2011). The
result of inverting this synthetic data is shown in Fig. 7(b); the in-
version recovers anisotropy in every panel but the amplitudes are
reduced in all but one case; this is the result of (i) the regulariza-
tion needed during the inversion, and (ii) the imperfect ray angle
coverage.

Fig. 7(c) shows the hemispherical anisotropy input model used,
with 4.8 per cent and 0.54 per cent anisotropy in the western and
eastern hemispheres respectively; the recovered output is shown
in Fig. 7(d). The pattern of stronger anisotropy in the west and
weaker anisotropy in the east is recovered by the inversion, though
the boundary is somewhat smeared; this is to be expected as the
parametrization used in the inversion is much coarser than that used
to create the synthetic data. Using these tests, we are confident that
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the general patterns of anisotropy reported here are robust although
the absolute amplitudes of the anisotropy may be underestimated
and there is some smearing of the structure across the boundaries.
These issues are present in any tomographic inversion. It is clear
from this second test that if the inner core under the northern Pacific
Ocean were to exhibit either uniform anisotropy or by hemispherical
anisotropy we would recover this. In that case, the pattern retrieved
by the inversion would not resemble our results.

Our model for anisotropic inner core structure improves the vari-
ance reduction to 50 per cent from the starting model (to 0.092 s2)
and reproduces the general trend of the differential traveltime resid-
ual as a function of ray angle while existing models of inner core
structure do not (Fig. 6). The inversion of synthetic data (Fig. 7)
shows that anisotropy can be retrieved in equatorial regions, though
the magnitude of the anisotropy is often reduced by damping. We
are therefore confident that the model of inner core anisotropy we
recover from our inversion is a realistic one, though the exact ampli-
tudes of anisotropy should not be interpreted as they are impacted
by the effects of damping and resolution. We do not interpret the
variations in the other inversion parameters as test inversions of
synthetic data show that when there is strong anisotropy the small
isotropic signals expected are not retrieved by our inversion.

The seismic phases we consider are sensitive to the seismic struc-
ture of the mantle as well as the core. By using PKPbc-PKPdf dif-
ferential traveltimes we expect to alleviate much of the influence of
Earth structure outside the core, nonetheless we wish to estimate
the effect mantle structure could have on the data. There are three
different types of mantle structure to consider: (i) Ultra Low Ve-
locity Zones (ULVZs), (ii) CMB topography and (iii) larger scale
structures in the mantle.

As the fresnel zones of the PKPbc and PKPdf phases overlap
considerably in the upper mantle, the lowermost mantle is the place
where heterogeneous mantle structure could most strongly affect
the data. ULVZs have very strong vp anomalies, of the order of
10 per cent (see, for example Hernlund & McNamara 2015), but
their limited height means that a P-wave travelling through a 10 km
high ULVZ will accrue only a 0.1 s traveltime anomaly. Topography
on the CMB is poorly constrained with estimates of its amplitude
at the longest length-scales varying widely. The amplitude of long
wavelength CMB topography is likely to be less than 5 km peak-to-
peak (as estimated using normal mode data by Koelemeijer et al.
2012), and it has been suggested that some estimates of significant
CMB topography may be due to unmapped ULVZs (for example
by Thorne & Garnero 2004). If we assume a 5 km peak-to-peak
anomaly, then a worst-case scenario where one phase encounters
an extreme topographic high and the other phase encounters an
extreme topographic low would produce a differential traveltime
anomaly of 0.3 s.

Larger features in the lower mantle will often be travelled through
by both the PKPbc and PKPdf phases. Bréger et al. (1999) suggest
that complex structure in the D′′ region of the lowermost mantle
may be responsible for the complex behaviour of PKPbc-PKPdf
differential traveltime measurements; Rost & Garnero (2004) also
see significant scatter in differential traveltimes for the phase pair
PKKPbc-PKKPdf and suggest that some of the scatter may be due to
the lowermost mantle. Tkalčić et al. (2002) and Romanowicz et al.
(2003) show that mantle structure can account for some of the scatter
of PKPbc-PKPdf differential travel data, though the former reports
that as the ray-theory paths of PKPbc and PKPdf are separated
by distances of less than 400 km differential traveltimes will be
more strongly affected by regional-scale D′′ structure than large
scale anomalies. Such regional scale is very challenging to globally

map, and many models of the lower mantle focus on larger scale
structures. The predictions of our inner core anisotropy model are
less scattered than our data (Fig. 7). Much of the scatter in our
data is likely to be due to regional scale structure in the lowermost
mantle and at the CMB. However because in many parts of our study
region we have crossing ray paths, due to the use of earthquakes
both in the northern and southern hemispheres and stations reaching
from South America to Europe, the CMB pierce points of the rays
sampling our study area are very widely spread, ameliorating this
problem to a large extent. There are not crossing polar paths present
in our study however the differences in traveltimes of our polar
paths are more than 1 s. For a 0.6–0.8 per cent vp anomaly in the
mantle (as in Ishii & Tromp 2001; Li et al. 2008), to achieve a
1 s differential traveltime would require one of the phases to travel
through such an anomaly for over 1500 km—more than half the
thickness of the mantle, and three times the height of LLSVPs
(Large Low Shear Velocity Provinces)—while the other phase does
not enter such an anomaly. We therefore conclude that although
scatter is present in our data, and the exact values of anisotropy we
obtain may be affected by structure outside the core, it is unlikely to
be responsible for the pattern of inner core anisotropy we observe.
We hope that as new detailed global models of small scale structure
in the D′′ become available, robust estimates of the contribution of
the lowermost mantle to such traveltimes will be possible.

Although the region studied contains the boundary between the
eastern and western hemisphere of the inner core, as revealed by
the ray-angle independent inversion, no hemispherical pattern is
observed in the anisotropy. Inversion of synthetic data reveals that a
hemispherical pattern, if present in the inner core would have been
retrieved. Instead the strongest anisotropy is found in the south-
western and two central cells. The raw data corresponding to these
areas show a clear trend of differential traveltime residual with ray
angle (Fig. 4), so we are confident that the inversion is likely to
be revealing real structures present in the inner core. Our inversion
supports, at a regional scale, the suggestion that the inner core
contains regions with varying anisotropy. Moreover, we are able to
observe substantial anisotropy in the inner core without using the
disputed South Sandwich Islands (SSI) to Alaska ray paths (Tkalčić
2010). Yee et al. (2014) investigates an overlapping region of the
inner core using a limited range of ray angles and suggests that
the scatter observed in their differential traveltime data may be
due to the presence of short length scale (∼100 km) heterogeneity
in P-wave velocity, or to variations in anisotropy. We are able to
show that there are significant variations in anisotropy; small scale
heterogeneities may explain the scatter in our data.

Attenuation in the inner core has also been observed to vary,
with both hemispherical variation (Yu & Wen 2006a; Tanaka 2012;
Cormier & Attanayake 2013; Iritani et al. 2014, the latter two
seeing regional as well as hemispherical variation) and attenua-
tion anisotropy (Souriau & Romanowicz 1996; Yu & Wen 2006b;
Souriau 2009) observed. In general, stronger attenuation, and there-
fore smaller P-wave quality factor (Qα), is associated with faster
velocities, with this relationship being observed for both anisotropic
and lateral variations. In regional or larger scale studies which over-
lap with our study region, both lateral variation in Qα (for example
that between the regional bins of Cormier & Attanayake 2013)
and variation in Qα as a function of depth (Tseng et al. 2001;
Kazama et al. 2008; Iritani et al. 2010; Cormier & Attanayake 2013;
Iritani et al. 2014) have been reported. We do not analyse inner core
attenuation in this study, but note that it could have an effect on
our observations. We bandpass our seismograms over a relatively
narrow frequency window around 1 Hz, and do not expect that inner
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core attenuation should cause significant problems with our trav-
eltime measurements; Creager (1997) noted that it had very small
effects on his measurements, which were on paths often found to be
strongly attenuated and we do not consider this effect, nor veloc-
ity dispersion of PKPdf further. The most important way in which
attenuation could impact upon our findings is likely to be that in-
ner core paths with very strong attenuation would not provide a
sufficiently large PKPdf arrival to be measured; thus limiting the
observability of the velocity anomalies encountered by such waves;
if the previously observed relationship between high attenuation and
strong anisotropy is accurate this might lead to us underestimating
inner core anisotropy.

The ‘western’ hemisphere has been observed by others as hav-
ing 3–5 per cent, anisotropy (Creager 1999; Sun & Song 2008;
Irving & Deuss 2011). These values are higher than the anisotropy
we observe in the ‘western hemisphere’ areas of our study region
because they are dominated by the presence of the SSI to Alaska
paths, which turn in the inner core under Central and South Amer-
ica; this region is indicated in Fig. 5. There are no polar paths in
our data which overlap with the SSI to Alaska paths; the polar paths
in the easternmost equatorial cell turn south west of the Galapa-
gos Islands. Our findings suggest that anisotropy is not present in a
continuous region or one hemisphere, but instead exists in several
discrete regions of the inner core. The absence of clearly delimited
hemispheres in inner core anisotropic structure is in agreement with
normal mode observations (Deuss et al. 2010).

A recent study by Lythgoe & Deuss (2015) finds that normal
mode data are compatible with the presence of radial anisotropy
throughout in the uppermost 100 km of the inner core. PKPbc-
PKPdf body wave data would not display any variation of differential
traveltime with ray angle in the presence of such radial anisotropy,
thus our findings of varying anisotropy up to 360 km below the ICB
are compatible with the presence of radial anisotropy in at the top
of the inner core.

Regional variation of PKiKP coda strength was investigated by
Leyton & Koper (2007); their world-wide study had sensitivity to
much of our study region. PKiKP is a compressional wave which
reflects from the inner core boundary; PKiKP coda is the back-
scattered energy which follows the PKiKP arrival and provides in-
formation about short scale (1–10 km) scatters inside the inner core.
The highest proportion of PKiKP with an observable coda found
by Leyton & Koper (2007) is in the region from 180◦W-150◦W and
0◦N–30◦N. This area overlaps with both our southwestern and cen-
tral southern cells, where we observe strong anisotropy. The region
to the west of this, with the same latitude and going from 150◦W–
120◦W has a much smaller number of PKiKP observations and also
a much lower fraction of PKiKP coda observations; this area over-
laps with both strong and weak anisotropy in the inner core. The
area to east of these two regions had insufficient PKiKP observa-
tions make a similar analysis. We note therefore that although we
cannot draw direct links between the strength of inner core scatter-
ing and inner core anisotropy, the work of Leyton & Koper (2007)
makes it clear that variation in inner core scattering properties is
happening at the length-scale over which we see large changes in
inner core anisotropy.

4 D I S C U S S I O N

We have found regionally varying anisotropic inner core structure,
so we seek a mechanism which would provide an explanation for
both regional variations and larger-scale isotropic hemispherical

structure. While the process of inner core translation (Alboussiere
et al. 2010; Monnereau et al. 2010) is able to explain the isotropic
velocity and attenuation differences at the top of the inner core it is,
by itself, unable to explain the presence of inner core anisotropy so
we therefore look to other ideas. Also, it is unclear how to produce
regional variation instead of pure hemispheres with the translation
model. Spatially varying thermal conditions and resulting variation
in outer core flow would be able to cause the apparent hemispheri-
cal variation (Aubert et al. 2008; Gubbins et al. 2011), as discussed
below. Anisotropy in the inner core may be ascribed to a thermally
forced alignment of crystals either during growth (Bergman 1997)
or be part of a post-crystallization deformation process (Yoshida
et al. 1996, 1998). The question which remains is whether our re-
gional variations in the inner core can be linked to expected thermal
variations in the Earth’s mantle and outer core.

The uppermost 360 km of the inner core corresponds to mate-
rial which has become part of the inner core in the last 0.65 Ga
(for an inner core which started to form at 1.1 Ga as in Cottaar
& Buffett 2012). Over this time, the Earth has undergone many
changes—tectonic plates have been rearranged many times and the
Earth’s magnetic field has changed in both polarity and amplitude.
However, the Pacific super-plume may have remained in a simi-
lar place throughout much of this time (Torsvik et al. 2010). It is
therefore possible that the lowermost mantle may be responsible for
thermal heterogeneities in the core causing the observed variations
in inner core anisotropy. ULVZs (Garnero et al. 1998) are com-
monly understood to be very dense, possibly compositionally dis-
tinct, patches clustered around the edges of large low velocity shear
velocity provinces (McNamara et al. 2010) which form the base of
super-plumes. ULVZs are thought to contain some degree of partial
melt, suggesting they are at a very high temperature (Williams &
Garnero 1996). The presence of the ULVZs signals the possibility of
heterogeneities in the heat flow through the CMB in these regions,
with the high temperatures of ULVZs corresponding to a lower heat
flux out of the core at those points. Fig. 5(b) shows the edge of the
Pacific super-plume where ULVZs may lie.

In the model proposed by Yoshida et al. (1996), heat transport out
of the inner core is highest at the equator of the inner core boundary.
Considering the equatorial cells of our model, the anisotropy below
the region at the edge of the super-plume (south-eastern cell of the
model) is much weaker than the anisotropy under the base of the
super-plume, where anisotropy is 1.8–3.5 per cent. Previous stud-
ies of inner core anisotropy have found the strongest signals under
central America; the CMB in this region is for the most part free of
ULVZs and indeed the fast seismic velocities in the lowermost man-
tle there suggest a lower temperature and higher heat flux through
the CMB in this region. We therefore speculate that anisotropy
may be more likely to develop beneath regions where there is a
higher heat flow out of the core, corresponding to those regions of
the lowermost mantle which do not contain ULVZs. As there are
some ULVZs present in our study region (Lay et al. 2006) where
anisotropy is found, we infer that heat flow out of the core cannot
be the sole factor controlling the presence of inner core anisotropy,
but may provide favourable conditions for the generation of this
texture. If the absence of ULVZs promotes the conditions required
to generate strong anisotropy, then by looking at the presence and
depth variation of anisotropy in the inner core, it may be possible to
make inferences about the long-time stability of various structures
in the lowermost mantle.

The relationship between heat flux at the CMB and heat flux at the
ICB is a complex one. Using large scale mantle tomography models
to represent heat flow variations at the CMB respectively, Aubert
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et al. (2008) and Gubbins et al. (2011) found significant variations in
ICB heat flux. Aubert et al. (2008) found that anomalies at the CMB
caused thermal winds in the outer core which led to differences in
local growth rate of the inner core, with fastest inner core growth
under south-eastern Asia. Gubbins et al. (2011) found that the ICB
heat flux and the effect on the geodynamo vary when the strength of
the lateral heat flux variations was changed and that it was possible
that some areas of the ICB could be the location of inner core melting
and not inner core growth. For a locked geodynamo, the lowest heat
flux at the ICB broadly mirrored the location of lowest heat flux at
the CMB. Aubert et al. (2008) linked fast inner core growth with
isotropic regions of the inner core, using solidification processes
to generate texture, however we prefer post-solidification texturing
(Yoshida et al. 1996) which, if it can act at appropriate inner core
timescales, is able to explain our observations of heterogeneous
anisotropy. Neither modelling study used CMB heat flux models
with low fluxes at the edges of LLSVPs where ULVZs often lie, so
they would not be able to reproduce our proposed mechanism in
their core flow simulations. In contrast to Aubert et al. (2008) and
Gubbins et al. (2011), it is possible that the high heat flux at the
CMB causes high heat flux at the antipode of the ICB (Sumita &
Olson 1999; Sumita & Yoshida 2003), though the laboratory models
used required the imposition of very strong heat flux variations
at the CMB. The relationships between CMB and ICB heat flux
and between ICB heat flux and inner core anisotropy are therefore
uncertain ones. Nonetheless both Aubert et al. (2008) and Gubbins
et al. (2011) find that for some choices of geophysical parameters
varying heat flux at the CMB will cause similar variations in the
ICB heat flux.

5 C O N C LU S I O N S

We have carried out tomographic inversions for P-wave velocity,
with and without anisotropy, in a region of Earth’s inner core over-
lapping the boundary between its eastern and western hemispheres.
When anisotropy is not considered we find that the boundary which
divides the eastern hemisphere, with its faster velocity perturba-
tions, from the western hemisphere is irregular and is deflected from
a line of constant longitude so that it is further to the west at higher
latitudes. We note that the velocities found are ray-angle indepen-
dent velocities, and not Voigt isotropic velocities. When anisotropy
is included in the inversion we find that the fit between the model
and the data is better. Anisotropy in this region is complex and, con-
trary to previous global studies, the anisotropic velocity variations
do not display a simple hemispherical pattern, but instead show a
regionally varying distribution. We anticipate that as more seismic
data, more accurate models of both the structure of the lowermost
mantle and the CMB and more sophisticated modelling of these
high-frequency waves become available, even greater complexity
may be found in the inner core.

Inner core translation cannot explain the complex inner core
structure observed in the study region. A possible mechanism for
producing this regional variation in anisotropy may be linked to
uneven heat flow through the CMB leading to varying solidification
rates at the inner core boundary and potentially to varying degrees
of post-crystallization deformation.
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S U P P O RT I N G I N F O R M AT I O N

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online ver-
sion of this paper:

Figure S1. Examples of the waveforms used. These five seismo-
grams show core phase arrivals from event 20001222 (which took
place in the Kuril Islands, see Table ST1) at five stations in South
America. Predicted arrival times, calculated using the TauP toolkit
(Crotwell et al. 1999) for velocity model ak135 (Kennett et al.
1995), are shown, with solid lines corresponding to direct arrivals
(PKPdf, PKPbc and PKPab) and dotted lines to surface reflections
(pPKPdf, pPKPbc and pPKPab). The seismograms have been pro-
cessed as indicated in the main text and aligned on the observed
PKPbc arrival. The seismograms have normalized for the purposes
of display; the maximum absolute amplitude in the window shown
is 0.3. The stations shown are: station PACH, network YC; station
HEDI, network YC; station NIEB, network YC; station PENA, net-
work YC; station PLCA, network GT; locations are given in Table
ST2.
Figure S2. Data coverage. (a) Paths of each ray through the inner
core. Every ray is split into up-going and down-going legs which
are allocated to a cell based on the geometric midpoint of the leg.

Legs are coloured according to the cell to which they are allocated.
(b) The six cells coloured in the same scheme. The roman numerals
in each cell correspond to the labels in Fig. S3.
Figure S3. Differential travel time residuals and model-predicted
differential travel time residuals for the ray angle independent
(dashed line corresponding to anomalies in Fig. 3 of the main paper)
and anisotropic (solid line corresponding to anomalies in Fig. 4a of
the main paper) models. Data are plotted in every cell that each ray-
path travels through, relative to the starting model. The predictions
are for a ray with an epicentral distance of 150◦, corresponding
to a turning depth of 216 km below the ICB, which experiences
the velocity anomaly prescribed for that cell throughout its time in
the inner core. The roman numerals in each cell correspond to the
regions labelled in Fig. S2(b).
Table ST1. Events present in the data set.
Table ST2. Station locations used (http://gji.oxfordjournals.org/
lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gji/ggv435/-/DC1).

Please note: Oxford University Press is not responsible for the
content or functionality of any supporting materials supplied by
the authors. Any queries (other than missing material) should be
directed to the corresponding author for the paper.
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